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May Meeting 

Scratchbuilding 

Bridges with Tom 

Schultz 

Tom Schultz will discuss 

scratchbuilding bridges 

and demonstrate the 

construction of his Alder 

Trestle from the narrow 

gauge Sumter Valley 

railway that existed in 

Baker City Oregon from 

1880’s-1947. The classic  

trestle was a 270-ft long 

(a little over 3-ft long in 

HO) open deck, wooden 

frame trestle in the 

middle of a sharp 20-

degree curve. Tom will 

start off with a general 

introduction of the Sumter Valley Railroad and how he got interested in it. Moving onto the trestle itself, 

Tom will share how he gathered prototype information from railroad documents and a 1911 Interstate 

Commerce Commission Valuation Report.  Construction techniques, challenges encountered, and tips for 

building your own wooden trestles will be covered as well. 

Come join us at 6:30pm in Meeting Room C of the Hoover Library on May 29
th

. We hope to see you all 

there! – Jason 

Steel City Division Meeting 
Please plan to attend the next meeting on 

Thursday, May 29th, 2014 6:30pm 
Hoover Library, Meeting Room C 
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Future Meetings 

June 26
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: Buying model railroad items off of e-Bay with John Pate 

July 31
st
, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: Philip Griffith will present researching a prototype for the purpose of building a model railroad 

August 28
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: TBA 

September 25
th

, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: TBA 

October 30th, 2014 

Hoover Library, Meeting Room A&B, 6:30 pm 

Topic: TBA 

 

Superintendent’s Office 

Schedules 
By John Stewart, Superintendent    

 

Do you ever have to worry about schedules?  When I “got retired” in 

2010, after over 30 years in the engineering business, I decided that I 

wouldn’t have to worry so much about schedules as I did before 

“retirement”.  Today, I’m not so sure that is the right way to look at it. 

I have just started my fourth “post retirement career” as a school bus driver 

for the Hoover City Schools.  That has really made me think about schedules!  I 

have a new schedule to get up, to leave the house, to pre-trip the bus, to start 

the route and to deliver the kids to Spain Park High School.  Whew.  Then I 

have to do it again in the afternoon, backwards! 

Most of you who read these columns know that I am really into operations in 

model railroading.  But I have tended to draw a line that says “no schedules”.  I 

did go so far as to mount two large clocks in the train room, visible from any 

part of the layout - just so we know what time it is – but not to run the 

railroad, at least so far. 

If you have visited the layout, or better yet, joined in one of our Ops Sessions (1st Friday night of the month), then 

you know that there is a lot of switching involved.  There are two funny facts about model railroading in my 

viewpoint.   One is that the mainline is NEVER long enough, so there is not much time between “towns” or 

“stations” on the model railroad.  The other fact pointed out by many over the years is that “switching on a model 

Figure 1: John the Bus Driver 
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railroad occurs in real time”.  In other words, even a skilled operator has a hard time switching cars any faster than 

the real railroads do. 

So, it has seemed to me to be sort of a waste of effort to design schedules when the entire mainline is only about 8 

minutes long, at a nominal freight train speed.  Likewise, the schedule between station stops would look pretty odd 

when a significant switching move might take more than 15 minutes.  On the other hand, the Chief Dispatcher AP 

Certificate requires that we at least design a schedule.  Hmmm. 

And most of you know that model railroaders have tried to address this time “compression” through the use of fast 

clocks running at 3:1, 6:1 or even 12:1 ratio of real time.  At 12:1 my mainline loop would take 96 “fast clock 

minutes”.  But a 15 minute switching move would take 180 minutes or 3 hours. 

So, I didn’t think much about schedules…  Let’s just have fun running trains on the model railroad. 

On the other hand, on the bus route, after about a week and a half, I am sort of getting used to the schedule.  And 

since I love most anything to do with trains, I quickly started thinking about my bus route schedule like a pretend 

train schedule!  (I think Peter Pan had it right – I don’t want to grow up, either.) 

Did you ever think about being a real railroad engineer?  They had an awful lot to think about and look after.  

Keeping a schedule is only part of it.  If you have ever operated on a train order and timetable model railroad, it is 

pretty complicated – at least it is to me.  Basically you have scheduled trains and you have extra trains, not listed on 

the timetable.  Every train operates within the schedule and by train orders.  If you are an extra you have to know 

what is on the schedule, where those trains are, where you are, and also what your train orders tell you to do.  

Then you have to run your train in the “gaps” in the schedule. The goal of this system is simple – don’t let any two 

trains occupy the same piece of track! 

So, now that I have to operate the big yellow bus on a schedule, I am more interested in schedules. 

We have lots of schedules in our lives.  We all have places that we need to be and things that we need to do.  These 

might be a doctor’s appointment or a trip to the grocery before friends come for dinner.  Maybe you have to plan 

cooking on the grill to be ready for the meal coming out of the kitchen on time. 

And we have life schedules.  My “retirement” was ahead of schedule. Paying off my mortgage is now behind 

schedule.  One of my sons is getting married in September – that involves a lot of scheduling, even for the groom’s 

family.  Sometimes we have to follow other people’s schedules! 

Yesterday, I met with my financial advisor and we scheduled some things that need to happen or be monitored as I 

try to chart a course for my retirement income.  With my new job, I have a bunch of things coming up that have to 

be done on a strict schedule – like sign up for new (cheaper) health insurance for the fall.  Making that schedule can 

save me a lot of money each month – train bucks! 

I have always maintained that my model railroad didn’t have a schedule for operation (see above) or for 

“completion”.  Many who observe us model railroaders want to know “when is that thing going to be finished”.  I 

often answer “never, I hope…”  Does something stop being fun when on a schedule? 

These days I am not so sure about that.  Maybe I would be better to have a schedule to work on the railroad and a 

serious “to do list” – at least make progress sooner rather than later. 

But, then I think that the model railroad might seem like work.  I recently watched a YouTube video about a great 

operating model railroad posted by friend Art Houston of Houma, LA.  In my opinion, Art is doing a great service 

with his YouTube Channel as he shares layout tours, operation sessions, how-to-do-it videos and others.  If you 

haven’t seen it, take a look:  www.youtube.com/user/arthurhouston3   I have had the pleasure of meeting Art and 

http://www.youtube.com/user/arthurhouston3
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visiting his Grande Pacific Railroad for an ops session down in South Louisiana.  It was fun to make new friends in a 

long weekend running trains (without a schedule!). 

Anyway, in one of Art’s videos, the host model railroader indicated that he had started the model railroad before 

retirement but that after retirement he had worked on it “60 hours a week, treating it like a job”.   And the railroad 

showed all that hard and steady work.  It was a great operating railroad, but it also had a lot of finished scenery.  

My railroad doesn’t have that - because I don’t do schedules? 

Hmmmm. 

Recently, my good friend Nicho Young came to visit from Nashville for a couple of back-to-back train weekends.  

We did operations, went to the Heart of Dixie for Steam Days and Alabama Railfan Day, talked about trains, visited 

other layouts and worked on two friends’ layout designs. 

I wonder if these two friends have a schedule for getting their railroads under construction?  Nicho and I worked 

pretty hard on these layout designs and made good progress on the first of them for the owner.  I know this owner 

is eager to get started, having had to finish a basement room for the railroad.  Now I think he is ready to get started 

on construction.  Likewise the other friend and his layout – we’ll get to work on it next!  So, I feel a certain pressure 

to perform this design work, or get it to a point that it can be handed off.  So, even though there is not a formal 

schedule, I feel the pressure of a schedule. 

Back to the big yellow bus – I had to learn the route and the schedule and felt a whole lot of pressure on that front.  

Fortunately the fellow that had the route before me had done a good job of documenting the route and the 

schedule.  I only had one day to ride with him morning and afternoon before having to do it on my own.  I put in 

some extra home hours studying the route information and mapping it.  Now after 7 days of running the route and 

the schedule, I am beginning to get fairly comfortable with it. 

And it is more fun to think (pretend) that I am running a train on a schedule.  The schedule is quite tight and seems 

to be driven or based upon driving at the posted speed limit – ALL the time.  Buses are not as hard to move as 

railroad trains, but at the same time it takes some focus to try to be right on the posted speed limit throughout the 

route and the schedule.  And, we are told Hoover’s Finest are out 

there looking to ticket bus drivers because many of them are reported 

to be speeding – wonder why? 

So, yes, operating on a schedule has good and bad points.  You may 

feel pressure but you also get things done as required and on time.  So, 

I am starting to think about schedules and considering that maybe 

they are not such a bad thing – maybe.  There may be great personal 

satisfaction found in a schedule. 

One of my favorite stories in Birmingham’s railroad history is what I 

call the “Millionaire Locomotive Engineer”.  This individual was likely a 

true millionaire; back in the 1920’s when a million dollars was really a 

lot of money.  (My wife’s Granddad paid $4,000 for a very nice brick 

home in 1924!) 

Anyway, this fellow could likely have done most anything that he 

wanted to do.  He was president and chairman of a large iron 

company, and a fourth generation executive.  The company made 
Figure 2: A. H. Woodward, engineer (standing  
front right) with train crew of AB&C train at 
Birmingham's L&N Station, c. 1925. 
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money and he had good men working for him to run it.  He served on the Boards of two railroads! 

He had qualified as an engineer in his teen years, starting out driving switch engines in the family’s plant as an 

adolescent.  Somewhere in his business career he started working as a real locomotive engineer for the Atlanta, 

Birmingham and Coast RR.  His iron company and the railroad had a very close 

business relationship, but not many executives would have been on the call 

board for an engineer’s job.  In fact, reading his archived correspondence it 

appears that his manager’s had to “cover for him” – “Mr. Woodward regrets 

that he cannot attend your meeting as he will be out of town on that day.”  

Cool! 

In some correspondence available in the University archives, he stated to 

another railroad business executive that he “had never really liked his job very 

much”.  But apparently he did like being a railroad engineer!  I wonder how he 

felt about schedules on the railroad compared to schedules in his business 

career.  (That other executive was Samuel Vauclain, president of Baldwin Locomotive Works.) 

By the way, this Birmingham executive built a ball park and has a cave attraction park named after him – Rickwood 

Field and Rickwood Caverns.  His real name was Allan Harvey “Rick” Woodward, of Woodward Iron Company.  He 

must have been an interesting guy, and he must have loved trains.  He must been “ok” about schedules, at least on 

the railroad, where he earned real railroad pay which was not much. 

Now, I am not a millionaire executive by ANY means, but I do love trains.  I am not a railroad engineer, just a civil 

engineer.  And I have never operated a steam engine (but I do intend to do that someday).  I did try driving an over-

the-road truck and now I am driving a school bus – both with demanding schedules. 

All of these are learning experiences, and they can be fun.  In my post retirement, I think a lot about A. H. 

Woodward, who “didn’t like his job very much after more than 30 years”, and who, as important as he was, had 

arranged to become something that he loved – a locomotive engineer.  He must have been an interesting guy! 

He must have had a schedule, which after all is nothing more than a carefully thought out plan to get something 

done.  There are lots of things that we want to do in our lives, and we might want to consider a carefully thought 

out plan to get them done.  Hmmm, makes me want to work on the layout some… 

Today I have a pretty tight schedule, as I have to drive the bus, and then drive to Orange Beach tonight to help my 

wife, 3rd son and future daughter-in-law plan the groom’s side of their upcoming beach wedding; yet another 

schedule to think about.  Life is pretty full of schedules whether we like it or not! 

Are you on schedule…? – John 

Clerk’s Desk 

A couple of Freight Car Tune-up Tips 

By Jason Parham, Secretary 

 

IF there is one thing all of us model railroaders have is freight cars. If 

you’re like me, you likely have accumulated at least 2-3 times the amount 

you actually need. When they are put to work on our railroads, we want 

them to work without fuss. Proper car weight, wheel gage, and coupler 

height all play into trouble free operation. While we will not cover all of 

Figure 3: John the Truck Driver 
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those this month, we’ll talk about a couple of things you might not have known about. First, a “damage-

free” coupler box lid installation on an Athearn freight car and secondly, tuning the trucks for a “3-point 

suspension.” 

Our subject today is a 40ft Athearn steel 

ice bunker refrigerator car that I scored a 

couple of months back at a train show in 

Atlanta. Along with the car, you’ll see 

some Kadee #5 couplers, a pair of small 

needle-nose pliers, and a small flat-

bladed screwdriver that we’. Actually, 

there is a bit of an interesting story with 

this car. Last November, I ran across a 

friend and GM&OHS member named 

Tommy who was selling off some excess 

inventory at Meridian Railfest. Included 

were five cars like this that were part of a 

specially decorated run produced many 

years ago for End Cab Models. The 

labels indicated that there were actually 

six road numbers offered in this set (#’s 

12541, 12542, 12544, 12545, 12546, and 

12547), but Tommy only had five of them on hand with car #12546 being unaccounted for. I can’t recall if 

he told me that five was all he bought or he just couldn’t find the other one, but there they were on the table 

with a good price on them. Since this was a very limited run and they rarely show up for resale, I snatched 

up the five cars he had while the getting was good. I knew they wouldn’t stay sitting there long. Fast 

forward five months later in Atlanta I run across the car above sitting on a dealer’s table exactly as you see 

it: completely assembled, still sporting horn hook couplers, and no box. Not knowing the history on the car, 

I knew that the paint and artwork looked good and the car itself was in good shape. The $10 price seemed 

fair enough so I bought it. 

Later that day, I got back 

home and compared to the 

cars I bought earlier from 

Tommy. The paint and 

artwork matched exactly so I 

determined it to be from the 

End Cab production run. 

Unfortunately, the number 

did duplicate one of the cars 

I already had, but I still 

consider myself fortunate to 

score another rare find. 

Perhaps one day I can find a 

decal set for the NRC/MDT 

refrigerator cars and re-

number one of them. 

First off, we’ll ditch those 

old horn hooks and how you 

an easy way to reinstall 

those metal Athearn coupler 

box lids without damaging 

Figure 1: Removing the trucks and 

underframe. 
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the small plastic tabs that hold the lid on. 

Often times, these lids fit so tightly 

against the box that simply shoving them 

back onto the underframe will damage, or 

even destroy, the tabs resulting in a loose 

lid that can fall off and drop the coupler 

onto your track. Let’s start out by 

removing the trucks (Figure 1) so that we 

can remove the car’s underframe. As you 

can see, both of my hands are occupied 

with the car and the screwdriver so I had 

to enlist the help of my lovely wife Stacey 

to serve as my photographer. 

Now that we got the underframe out from 

underneath the car, set the carbody aside 

and use the screwdriver or an old hobby 

knife blade to gently pry off the stamped 

metal coupler box lids (Figure 2). Be 

careful here to spread out the sides of the 

lid to where it slips easily over and off the 

plastic tabs on the side of the coupler box 

without damage. After the lids are 

removed, hold a lid between your thumb 

and forefinger (Figure 3) and use your 

pliers to bend the ears outward slightly. 

The point is that the lid can be placed 

back over the coupler box so that the ears 

barely (if at all) touch the plastic tabs on 

the coupler box. 

Going back to the underframe, drop in the 

Kadee couplers into the coupler coxes 

(Figure 4) and then drop the lid over the 

box. Remember, since we spread out he 

ears the the lid should slip over the box 

with no resistance. If it doesn’t go on 

easily, then bend out one or both of the 

lid’s ears out a little more. I’m using #5 

couplers since that is what I have in my 

own stash, but you can use scale-sized 

#58’s if you prefer. Personally, since I 

like to run long and heavy trains, I have 

tried to gradually pphase out the plastic 

“Kadee clones” as I have found the 

originals to perform more reliably when 

pulling 85-car drag freights around a club 

layout.  

With the lid on, grab the frame with your 

middle finger and thumb with your index finger holding the box lid against the frame (to keep it from 

falling off) and pick the frame up (Figure 5). Make sure the lid is fully seated on the box and that the slos in 

Figure 2: Removing the coupler box 

lids 

Figure 3: Spreading out the coupler box ears. 
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the box lid are completely lined up with the plastic tabs on the coupler box. If so, take your pliers with your 

other hand and GENTLY squeeze the ears of the 

lid back together (Figure 6) to where they fit snugly 

back around the plastic tabs on the coupler box. Be 

careful not to squeeze to hard as this can damage 

the box and interfere with the coupler’s movement. 

Check to make sure the lid fits tight and around the 

tabs without coupler moves freely left-to-right in 

the box without excessive vertical play. If 

everything looks and works like it should, repeat 

the installation for the coupler on the other end. 

Now that the couplers are installed, loosely attach 

the trucks and check for proper coupler and trip pin 

height against a Kadee height gauge. If the knuckle 

is more than 25% off in either direction from the 

coupler on the gauge then it will need to be 

corrected. 25% may not sound like much but lets 

say you happened to get two cars coupled with one 

being 25% or more too high coupled with a car that 

has a coupler too low by the same amount. At best, 

you’ll only have half of the knuckles overlapping 

each other. A little uneven spot in the track could 

easily have one knuckle ride over the other one 

causing a very annoying separation in your train. 

Some longer cars (like passenger cars, piggyback 

flats, and autoracks) are especially susceptible to 

coupler override from unevenness in the track, so 

be extra picky on coupler height with them. 

Moving on to the trucks of the car, there are some 

modelers who chose to upgrade to sprung trucks 

and, don’t get me wrong, I’m not knocking it. 

Several of my own cars 

have sprung trucks as well, 

but most are on cars like 

those from Kadee which 

come with them as original 

equipment. I just find that a 

good set of rigid trucks can 

perform just as well when 

properly tuned. The best 

way to do that is to adjust 

the truck screws in such a 

way to give the car a 3-pint 

suspension. To do this, 

invert the car and tighten 

the truck screws with a 

screwdriver in one hand 

which holding the truck 

with your other. When the 

screw begins to near the 

Figure 5: Picking up and holding 

the underframe and coupler box lid 

Figure 4: Coupler installation 

Figure 6: Snugging up the box lid 

around the coupler box. 
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bottom of the travel, rock the truck gently back and forth until it just wobbles just slightly. Now go to the 

other end of the car and do the same thing, only this time you will keep tightening until the truck’s wobble 

stops. Once it does, check to see that the truck will still rotate freely. If there is resistance, this could cause 

a derailment in a curve, so back off on the screw just slightly until the resistance disappears. You’ll find 

that there is a bit of a sweet spot between allowing the truck to rotate freely yet not be able to rock back and 

forth. What this does is twofold: 1) The looser truck will allow the wheels to equalize over small bumps, 

dips, and other irregularities and 2) the tighter truck will prevent the car from wiggling and looking like a 

waddling duck going down the track. 

 

I hope you found these tips helpful. Happy railroading and I hope to see all of you in Memphis next month! 

– Jason 

  

News from the NMRA Headquarters 

Results of the 2014  Election 

Canadian Results 

200 ballots were returned 

Canadian District Director: Fred Headon (194 votes) 

NMRA Canada President:  Clark Kooning (198 votes) 

NMRA Canada Vice President:  Steve McMullin (198 votes) 

  

Figure 7: Adjusting the truck screws for 3-point suspension. 
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There were no write-in candidates.   Some ballots did not include a vote for  some candidates. 

US Results  

1,193 ballots submitted with 1,192 ballots cast (one ballot was  blank) 

Central District Director: 

 Peter Magoun (1,185 votes) 

 Bob Beaty (1 vote) 

 Bruce Brintnall (1 vote) 

 John Burchnall (1 vote) 

 Russell K. Ceasar )1 vote) 

 Bob Fink (1 vote) 

 Paul Mangan (1 vote) 

 Stan Whittingham (1 vote) 

The results are not official until the  BOD accepts the 2014 Election Results Report at the Annual BOD 

Meeting in Cleveland . 

SER News 

Elections 

Don’t forget to submit your ballot for the 2014 election of officers and directors for the NMRA’s 

Southeastern Region. Here are those running for positions (which includes Tony McBride and Jason 

Parham from our very own Steel City Division: 

President:                         

Glen Hall, MMR 

Vice-President:                 

Buddy Black 

Alan Mole 

Secretary: 

George Gilbert 

Treasurer: 

Sally Bando 

Tony McBride           

Director: 

Dean Belowich, MMR 

Howard Goodwin 

Jason Parham 

Paul Voelker 
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Look for candidates’ bios and the 2014 ballot in the spring edition of The SouthErneR, which will be 

mailed to all SER members, not just subscribers.  Make sure your membership is active so your vote will 

count.  Ballots must be postmarked no later than May 29th, 2014. 

2014 SER Convention Update 

Rails Across the River is less than a month away.  Seats are still available for the convention’s first-rate 

prototype tours and operating sessions. 

Register for the convention and reserve your seat before it’s too late!   For more information, or to register 

online, visit the convention website, http://www.mrtm.org/convention.  

Rails Across the River is also on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/#!/RailingAcrossTheRiver. 

2014 Mini-Meet 

This fall's mini-meet will be held September 27th in Huntsville, AL and hosted by the Mid-South Division.  

The mini-meet will include clinics and layout tours.  Anyone registered at the mini-meet hotel will receive 

discounted admission to the U.S. Space & Rocket Center.  Look for additional information in future e-

newsletters. 

Division Happenings 

 May 24th.  The Piedmont Division will hold its next Train N’ Camp Session at Hobbytown USA in 

Kennesaw, GA.  This session’s topic is “How to Operate Your Model Railroad.”  Train N’ Camp 

sessions are open to all NMRA members, and best of all, the session is free.  Check the Piedmont 

Division website for time and additional information, http://www.piedmont-div.org.  

 From the Land O’ Sky Division: 

o The Apple Valley Model Railroad Club HO scale layout is located inside the 

Hendersonville, NC depot. It is open Wednesdays from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. and 

Saturdays from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. For more information visit http://www.avmrc.com. 

o The Western North Carolina Model Railroaders, a 100% NMRA club, meets at the Eliada 

Home in Asheville at 7:00 pm on the first Thursday of every month. For more information, 

visit http://wncmrr.org  or contact club president Dave Anderson at 828-277-9092. 

o The French Broad e’N’pire NTRAK Club is based in Hendersonville, NC.  For more 

information, visit http://www.frenchbroadrivermodelrailroadclub.com or contact Chuck 

Place (Land O’ Sky Assistant Superintendent) at hmp3@blueridge.net. 

Photo of the Month 

John Stewart and John Daniel correctly guessed the location of last month’s photo of the Birney streetcar to 

be at the intersection of 15
th

 Ave South (which the streetcar is on) and 20
th

 Street in Birmingham’s 

Southside. In fact it was the house along the left-hand side of the photo that was the giveaway for John 

Daniel, as he remembered passing that very house as a kid coming over the hill from Homewood to visit 

relatives in Southside. That same home is now home of the nightlife hotspot known as Zydeco. The Street 

Railways of Birmingham book by Alvin Hudson and Harold E. Cox states: 

“Birneys were used on light traffic lines including Ave B./20
th

 Street Loops, the 

Highland/Lakeview/Mountain Terrace group, and the Roebuck, Lake highland, and Rugby 

Lines in East Lake. Except for the last two, all of these routes were abandoned in the 1930’s 

and most of the Birneys retired.” 

Interestingly enough, many of those “scrapped” cars reappeared as tool sheds and cabins. The former #835 

became a machine shop in Bessemer. In World War II, 803, 811, and 815 were repurposed for locker 

http://ser-nmra.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=788cdb42d6f93d380479824d5&id=ca0a27c837&e=f74867d5e9
http://ser-nmra.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=788cdb42d6f93d380479824d5&id=4fbb180ee8&e=f74867d5e9
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rooms for female employees but strangely enough kept their trucks, electrical systems, and remained on the 

active roster. Once the PCC cars arrived on the scene in 1947, the few remaining Birneys were renumbered 

into the 2800-series so that the new PPC’s could occupy the 800-847 slots. 

As I’ve said before, I like having brain teasers for the Photos of the Month, but then again sometimes I’ll 

just throw in a pic that I think is neat for one reason or another. Well, this month’s shot is in the latter 

category. It was taken by a good friend of mine and fellow GM&OHS member Brian Johnston from 

Pascagoula, MS. Brian happened to be over in Mobile, AL back in December 2011 and spotted real oddball 

beside the old GM&N Frascati Shops site on ex-GM&N/GM&O tracks just up from McDuffie Coal 

Terminal. 

 

The engine seen here is Canadian National C40-8W, built in October 1992 as Santa Fe #841 which 

explains the warbonnet paint. CN purchased 67 locomotives from the BNSF in mid-2010 and most were 

fully repainted into CN colors soon after being purchased. Obviously 2182 is still (mostly) in the very sun-

bleached paint of its former owner, making it a rare sight indeed. The combination of the ex-Santa Fe 

warbonnet paint and the application of the patchwork CN “noodle” logo gave this unit the nickname the 

“Noodlebonnet.”  

I have to wonder would if that worked at GM&O’s Frascati Shops 60 years ago would have ever believed it 

to be possible that this GM&O trackage on the Gulf Coast would now be owned by Canadian National, and 

that a CN warbonnet-painted locomotive would be sitting next to where Frascati used to be. My, how 

things can change! 

Until next month…... – Jason 

PS: I’m always on the hunt for interesting photos to use. If you have one you would like to volunteer for 

future use (either vintage or present day), please let me know.  
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Steel City Swap Meet 

Got something you’re looking for or trying to sell? Drop me a line at gmo1515@comcast.net and we’ll 

include it free of charge for as long as you need. Make sure to include a good description with prices (if 

selling), your name, and contact info. 

For Sale: Set of 6 - HO scale 1960's 70-ton wood chip hoppers, N&W road name, with loads, $50 

Preiser HO figures, Set #10071 - reclining sunbathers , $9 

Athearn RTR HO loco, GE Dash9-44CW, CSX #9009, w/Digitrax decoder and operating ditch lights, $75 

Craig Gardner 

979-2666 

jcgard@bellsouth.net 

For Sale: Shinohara #4 wye 

switch, $10; NC Bridge Co. 

56' wooden truss bridge kit, 

$10; Colorado Tree Co.60' 

low trestle kit, $11. 

Joe Gamble 

969-2478 

jggjwg@att.net 

Wanted: HO scale 

Bachmann Plasticville 

storefront walls. Side and 

back walls not needed. Also 

looking for at least 2 

Plasticville Roadside Motel 

kits (also in HO) for kitbash 

fodder as well. 

Jason Parham 

205-534-6529 

gmo1515@comcast.net 

Wanted: Roommate wanted 

for the Regional Convention 

in Memphis, TN June 13-15.  

Have reserved two doubles 

(non-smoking) at Hampton 

Inn Poplar Street and would 

like to split the room costs.  

Contact John Stewart 205-

901-3790 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net
jcgard@bellsouth.net
mailto:jggjwg@att.net
mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net
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Timetable 

Southeastern Region Convention: 2014 Memphis Convention - Rails Across the River 
Friday, June 13, 2014 (All day) - Sunday, June 15, 2014 (All day) 

Harding Academy 

1100 Cherry Rd. 

Memphis, TN 38117 

http://mrtm.org/convention 

NMRA National Convention – 2014 
July 13

th
 – 20

th
 

Cleveland, OH 

Atlanta Railroads Prototype Modelers Meet 
Friday & Saturday, September 19 & 20, 2014 

The Southern Museum of Civil War and Locomotive History 

2829 Cherokee St., Kennesaw, GA 30144 

(For more information, visit http://srha.net/ or contact Frank Greene 901-487-5782 frgreene290@comcast.net) 

Southeastern Region Mini-Meet 
September 27

th
, 2014 

Huntsville, AL  

Hosted by the Mid-South Division 

Steel City Division Meetings for 2014: 

5/29, 6/26, 7/31, 8/28, 9/25, 10/30 (Later dates TBD due to change in venue) 

Steel City Division Officers 

 

Superintendent  John Stewart 205-989-4889 jstew@bhamrails.info 

Assist. Superintendent Mark Stone 205-637-6733  mark.stone@kbr.com 

Secretary   Jason Parham 205-534-6529 gmo1515@comcast.net 

Treasurer   Carey Ketchum 205-871-5495 cketchu1@bellsouth.net 

If you can receive your 
“Coupler” via 

e-mail, you can help save 
printing costs.   Send your 

e-mail address to 

gmo1515@comcast.
net 

 

http://mrtm.org/convention
http://srha.net/
mailto:frgreene290@comcast.net
mark.stone@kbr.com
mailto:gmo1515@comcast.net

